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1. INTRODUCTION
Steganography is the art of hiding information in such a way that prevents the detection of
hidden information. So, using steganography, you can embed a secret message inside a piece
of unsuspicious information and send it without anyone knowing of the existence of the
secret message. Secrete message can be hidden inside all types of cover information like text,
images, audio, video and more. Here we hide information inside images. The quality of the
steganography should only depend on the impossibility of detecting the secret data.
Staganalysis methods aim at estimating retrieval of potentially hidden information with little
or no knowledge about the steganographic algorithm or its parameters.
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2. LITERATURE STUDY
An extensive study of the related papers[1,3,4,5,7] has given shape to this concept. We have
meticulously analyzed the possibilities in the sphere of maximizing randomization,
minimizing deviations and structuring strong coherence among the working sets. This paper
is aimed at further increasing the equalization and reliability of the substitution based 2DDCT steganography from its referrals.
3. DISCRETE COSINE TRANSFORM
The discrete cosine transform (DCT)

[8]

is quite closely related to Discrete Fourier Transform

(DFT) but offers high energy compaction property in comparison with DFT for natural
images. It’s a real domain transform which represents an image as coefficients of different
frequency of cosine which is basis vector for this transform. The general equation for 2-D
(NXM data items) DCT is defined as:

Similarly the Inverse DCT can be calculated using the following equation, where the signal
comes back to spatial domain from Transform domain.

4. OUR PROPOSED METHOD
In our method we have mainly three components as sampling, encryption & embedding,
decryption. Sampling and functions applied to encrypt the image pixel plays a key role here
in our procedure, In the case of Embedding, we first divide the cover image into 8×8 sub
blocks and then we transfer it into frequency domain using 2D-DCT.[8] Then we sample mid
frequency zone. After that we embed the secret message using a function. Finally we get the
stego image applying Inverse 2D-DCT to each modified 8×8 blocks and converting it into
cover Image. The decoding process is similar with the encoding process, the stego image is
partitioned into 8×8 sub blocks and then we transfer it into frequency domain using 2DDCT. We take the values from mid frequency zone and apply the inverse function to get the
secret message.
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Algorithm(sampling and embedding)
I/P: Color original(cover) image
O/P: Color stego image
Begin
Step1: Extract R,G,B value to get three different matrices.
Step2: Convet each matrix into 8x8 blocks.
Step3: Apply 2D-DCT to each block.
Step4: Value of mid frequency range of DCT matrices are sampled.
Step5: Embed secret Message to sampled frequency value using Password (Key) and
function fx1.
Step6: Apply The IDCT to each modified 8×8 DCT matrixes.
Step7: Reassemble the modified 8×8 DCT matrices to get stego image.
End
H
H
L
L
Original Color Image

3 Different Matrix
for R,G,B

Fig 1: Extraction of R,G,B color matrix

Fig 2: Mid frequency of DCT (8×8)
region

Fig3: Flowchart of sampling, encryption and embedding
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Algorithm(Extraction of secret message)
I/P: Color stego image
O/P: embedded secret message
Begin
Step1: Extract three different matrices for R, G, B applying same function as before.
Step2: Convet each matrix into 8x8 blocks.
Step3: Apply 2D-DCT to each block.
Step4: Value of mid frequency range of DCT matrices are sampled.
Step5: Apply the inverse of f x2 function (fx2 -1) to pick the secret data.
Step6: Put this values and Password into fx1 -1 function to get the Secret Message.
End

Fig 4: Cover image

Fig 5: Histogram for Cover image(lena)

Fig 6: Stego image

Fig 7: Histogram for stego image (lena)
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5. SPLIT AND SEND
To remove the constraint of a fixed size secret message, we intent to put forward an
automatic adjustment algorithm.[3] This segment is mainly concerned with ensuring that input
secret message size to be embedded bears a fairly reasonable ratio to the cover image size for
which the distortion is negligible. The dynamic ratio value is defined depending on the
dynamics of the image and the concentration of the color component values across the cross
sections of the image. Based on the above concept, our algorithm warn against suspicion and
suggests the use of another cover image or the copy of the same cover image, which can be
generated automatically. On agreement we split the secret data in the best-proportion and the
re-sample it. This process of splitting and re-sampling is a recursive process and terminates
once an optimally permitted ratio is reached. We store the necessary values required for
decoding in the four corners of a picture.
6. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The Test results and statistical studies further clarify the unnoticeable distortions produced in
the stego image after applying the above proposed algorithms. From the table underneath it is
noted that the statistical parameters like the mean, variance, Standard Deviation, MSE (Mean
square Error) table.1. Change only in their distant decimals thus proving its strong resistance
to steganalysis.
MSE (Mean square Error): It is defined as the square of error between original image and the
stego image.

f(x,y)= The intensity of the pixel in the original image;
g(x,y)= The intensity of the pixel in the stego image;

Table 1: Mean, variance, standard deviation, MSE
Image

Lena

Statistical Parameters
Mean
Variance
Standard Deviation
MSE
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Original Image
128.2284
3479.1
58.9838
R
G
B

Stego Image
128.2282
3479.4
58.9860
0.8289
1.1659
1.2550
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StirMark Analysis: Any steganographic algorithm should resist some standard benchmark
tests to prove its strength and robustness. We run these tests in StirMark 4.0[11] and our
algorithm produced good results. We show a sample of the results in table 3. The negligible
gaps between the values corresponding to the cover and the stego image imply that our
technique is robust.
Table. 2. StirMark Analysis Results.
Test
SelfSimilarities
SelfSimilarities
SmallRandomDistortions
SmallRandomDistortions
MedianCut
MedianCut
PSNR
PSNR
AddNoise
AddNoise

Factor
1
2
1
1.05
3
5
10
30
20
40

Cover
34.546 dB
31.4939 dB
15.839 dB
15.4899 dB
33.9569 dB
31.5682 dB
40.315 dB
31.9001 dB
7.91818 dB
5.98115 dB

Stego
36.617 dB
33.7177 dB
14.3582 dB
14.2077 dB
35.9366 dB
33.2307 dB
40.4831 dB
32.0104 dB
7.87529 dB
5.92478 dB

Resilience against standard steganalytical tools and tests: To augment our statistical analysis
of images, we have realized Stegdetect, an automated analytical tool and Stefan Axelsson’s
base-rate fallacy to intrusion detection systems where false-positives cast a bearing on
system’s efficiency. We have calibrated Stegdetect’s detection sensitivity against numerous
outputs of our algorithm.We can calculate the true-positive rate – the probability that an
image detected by Stegdetect really has steganographic content as:

Where P(S) is the probability of steganographic content in images, and P(¬ S) is its
complement. P(D│¬ S) is the probability that we’ll detect an image that has steganographic
content. Conversely, P(¬D│S)=1-P(D│S) is the false positive rate.
We have calibrated Steg detect’s detection sensitivity against numerous outputs of our
algorithm. The probability of detection is negligible for small messages, but with larger
embedded data, the probability is high. In our algorithm, besides the dual cover encryption on
the images, we have used a variable split and send algorithm which creates an upper limit on
the message size, which is smart barrier against detection.
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Dual Statistics Method: This method

[9]

partitions an image with a total number of pixels P

into P/n disjoint groups of n adjacent pixels. For a group of pixels GP=(x1, x2,…….., xn ). The
authors considered discrimination function gp(x1, x

2,……..,xn)=∑i=1

n-1

|xi+1 –xi |.They define

two LSB flipping functions F1 = 0↔1, 2↔3,……….,254↔255 and F-1 = -1↔0,
1↔2,……….,255↔256 , along with an identity flipping function F0(x) =x. The assignment of
flipping to a group of n pixels can be captured by a mask M = (M(1),M(2),…,M(n)),where
M(i) ε {-1,0,+1} denotes which flipping function is applied to which pixel.
The flipped group of a group GP=(x1, x2,……..,xn) =( FM(1)(x1), FM(2)(x2),………, FM(n)(xn)) They
classify the pixel groups as Regular, Singular, or Unchanged, according as g(F(GP))> g(GP),
g(F(GP))< g(GP) or g(F(GP))= g(GP) respectively. Next, they compute the length of the
hidden message from the counts of such groups.
The authors mention that their method does not work well for image that are noisy, or of low
quality, or over-compressed, or of small size. Moreover Dumitrescu et al

[14]

points out that

the above schema is based on the following assumptions:
Assumption 1: Suppose X is the set of all pixel pairs (u, v) such that either v is even and
u<v, or v is odd and u>v. Suppose Y is the set of all pixel pairs (u, v) such that either v is
even and u>v, or v is odd and u<v. The assumption is that statistically we have |X|=|Y|.
Assumption 2: The message bits of LSB steganography are randomly scattered in the image
space, independent of image features.
Our method does not make any of the following assumptions. Dumitrescu et al mentions that
assumption 1 is valid only for natural images. Our method works on no specified range of
images. It works on even cartoon and paint-drawn images. Starting from random sampling,
through dual-encryption to embedding, we have used image data attributes vigorously as
functional parameters for respective utilities. Hence, it directly violates assumption 2. So,
theoretically, our method is not breakable by the dual statistics method.
6.1. Comparative analysis of the state of the art works and resilience against effective
steganalysis methods.
The algorithm conceptualizes mid frequency sampling and password based encryption to
reduce distortion during embedding. It realizes the shifting from spatial domain to frequency
domain technique for improving the quality of image after different operations performed on
www.wjert.org
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it. Due to use of frequency domain technique the brut attach is almost reduced. Our algorithm
parallels the strength of grid colorings in steganography[12], based on rainbow coloring
graphical analysis employing syndrome coding by perspective based dimensional analysis of
the stego image. It considers the signal processing vulnerabilities of substitution technique
based spatial steganography

[9]

and establishes its resilience towards them. It also responses

positively to the lagrange’s interpolation

[11]

based steganalysis The algorithm considers the

effective steganalysis methods of estimating secret key in sequential embedding methods
through low, medium, and high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) analysis and abrupt change
detection based steganalysis. [13] The abrupt change detection using sequential probability
ratio test (SPRT) has also been applied against this algorithm as shows inarguably positive
statistics. Besides, it recognizes that under repeated embedding, the disruption of the signal
characteristics is the highest for the first embedding and decreases subsequently, that is, the
marginal distortions due to repeated embeddings decrease monotonically. This decreasing
distortion property exploited with Close Color Pair signature is used to construct the classifier
that is in turn used to distinguish between stego and cover images. Our algorithm handles the
close color pair detection meticulously and shows its resilience against these types of attacks.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we propose a steganography process with a color image in discrete cosine
transform (DCT) domain to improve security and stego image quality compared to the
existing algorithms which are normally done in spatial domain. According to the simulation
results the RGB values of stego-images of our method are almost identical to original images
and it is very difficult to differentiate between them visually. Our proposed algorithm also
provides additional two layers of security by means of transformation (DCT and Inverse
DCT) of cover image and it can be applied for any size of an image (not a square image).
Hence the proposed method may be more robust against brute force attack. That means secret
image keep the secret massage away from stealing, destroying from unintended users.
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